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Simple Installation & Powering

How do I get started with my Black Knight?
1. Charge the battery by connecting the included USB cable, then connecting the other end to a computer or power adaptor (sold separately). Charge for four

hours.
2. Place your fully charged Black Knight outside for 15 minutes in an area with strong cellular signal and a clear view of the sky. This will allow your device to first

calibrate.
3. Connect your Black Knight to a permanent power option (see below) and stow in a hidden place. (You may choose to do this step later, or instead of steps 1 and

2.)
4. Visit bk-gts.com/activate (/activate). Enter your details (and connectivity subscription payment, if required).
5. Then you're ready to sign in to start tracking.

Connect your Black Knight to a power source in your vehicle and hide it somewhere safe. Select from our range of convenient connection options to best suit your
vehicle. As long as it’s receiving power you’re ready to track and you won’t need to touch it again.

Black Knight recommends the following permanent power options, depending on your vehicle:

CAR/TRUCK
( Hardwire Adaptor
( Fuse Adaptor
( OBDII Adaptor

CARAVAN/RV
( Hardwire Adaptor
( Fuse Adaptor

MOTORCYCLE/POWERSPORTS/BOATING
( Hardwire Adaptor

Why do I need permanent power for my Black Knight?

Black Knight is designed to bring you true peace of mind, that’s why we advise connecting it to power and never having to worry about whether or not it will have
enough charge. Being the most accurate tracker on the market, Black Knight needs a reliable power connection to update its position every 15 seconds.

BK Hardwire Adaptor connects to any 12-24V battery source via two simple wires – positive and earth. For added safety and protection, the adaptor contains an
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BK Hardwire Adaptor connects to any 12-24V battery source via two simple wires – positive and earth. For added safety and protection, the adaptor contains an
inbuilt transformer and fuse, and long cable length allows for flexible stowing/hiding options. For users unfamiliar with their vehicles' wiring we recommend
installation by an automotive professional.

BK Fuse Adaptor draws permanent power via your vehicle's "blade" type fuse panel. Simply slot the adaptor into a red 10A blade fuse port, then find an earth
connection using the adjoining black wire. Regular, mini or low-profile mini adaptor sizes are available, depending on the size on your vehicle's fuse. Speak to your
auto electrician if you're unsure of the best fuse port for uninterrupted power.

BK OBDII Adaptor plugs directly into the OBD (on-board diagnostics) port and draws a steady and reliable source of power for your Black Knight. The OBDII port is
usually located underneath the driver’s console in most cars and recent-model trucks.

How can I get one of these permanent power adaptors?

Your dealer will supply you with at least one permanent power solution, included with your tracker at the point of sale. You may also purchase additional
connectors from your dealer, or directly from us at Black Knight.

Where is a good place to hide my Black Knight tracker?

To help maintain a strong connection, we recommend stowing in areas as near as possible to the outer/upper edges of your vehicle. Be careful not to bury the
device too deeply within heavy metal structures, inside small metal casings or wrapping in duct tape/electrical tape. Avoid areas of extreme temperature and
exposure to moisture. Areas of strong electromagnetic interference are also not recommended, such as close proximity to radio consoles, radars and other
navigation equipment. All vehicles are different, so if in doubt, try a location and test the tracker's performance. If you're having trouble connecting, try stowing
your Black Knight in a different area.

Can I use Black Knight to track children, the elderly or pets?

Yes, you can. But Black Knight's small internal battery will only last 24-36 hours, so just remember to always charge it overnight prior to use. The Black Knight
device is small enough to pop in your child's school bag, an elderly person's handbag, or fasten it to your pet's collar...so you can rest easy always knowing where
they are. 
WARNING: Don't drown your Black Knight in the dog bowl! When using your tracker with pets, a good trick is to put it inside a balloon then secure it to the collar.

For additional information and troubleshooting, please visit bk-gts.com/help (/help)
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